“Talking to my grandfather about where he

Do your family
know your wishes?

would want his service to be made things
so much easier when the time came.
We knew we were following his wishes
which was a comfort during a difficult time.”
- Sophie Hall

Talk to us today about prearranging
or prepaying your funeral,
start thinking ahead...
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Write it down...
No one likes to think about the inevitable, your funeral. Some think well, I’ll be gone so what’s the point?
Funerals are as much for the living and they are a way to celebrate a life. It’s important to talk to your family and
friends about what you would like. Not only will this mean the funeral will reflect your wishes but it will also help
your family through the difficult time by having those decisions made.
Some things you may want to think about are:
Would you prefer burial or cremation?
__________________________________________________________________________________________
If you were to be cremated, what would you want to happen with your ashes?
__________________________________________________________________________________________
Where would you like your service to be?
__________________________________________________________________________________________
Do you want flowers sent or a donation to a favourite charity?
__________________________________________________________________________________________
Would you want a hymn sung?
__________________________________________________________________________________________
What about a photo slideshow of your life? You could even show your family your favourite photos.
__________________________________________________________________________________________
Do you want any special stories/memories told?
__________________________________________________________________________________________

My loved one doesn’t want us to make a fuss,
why do we need to have the talk?
The desire for simplicity with regards to one’s
own final arrangements is very common.
Recognising our loved ones’ fundamental need to
remember, honour and celebrate our life and
achievements is the key to understanding why
the talk is extremely important.
Our loved ones need to understand about all
of our lives and especially how we want to be
remembered. Ultimately, their final tribute to us,
allows us to begin to grieve. In a way, the talk is the
most unselfish gift we can give to those we love.

